Joint Solution Brief

SECURE CLOUD
IMPLEMENTATION FOR
ACCELERATED DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
Move to the multicloud with flexibility
and cost optimization

Together, Evolutio and Equinix solve your performance and integration barriers by evolving your IT architecture
from a centralized model to globally distributed, interconnected hubs. Moving your workloads closer to your users,
customers and partners, we transform your legacy environment into a multicloud interconnected business.
We accelerate your digital transformation with flexible and secure private cloud services, access to the public cloud
or a hybrid solution. Our services include network architecture optimization; cloud interconnection, enablement
and governance; multiple cybersecurity implementation; and bespoke modernization projects.

The major challenges you face

The key benefits of our joint solution

Minimizing latency

Network architecture optimization

How can you overcome shadow networking, gain
flexible SD-WAN solutions to serve your remote offices
and customers, achieve global interconnection
and eliminate network bottlenecks?

Our virtual networks services provide 40x connectivity
improvements to ensure high-performance, access to
multiple cloud providers and interconnections across
global industry ecosystems.

Accessing cloud innovation

Hybrid Cloud enablement

How can you access innovation, increase flexibility
and accelerate your time to market when restrained
by business applications that have been created using
non-cloud friendly legacy methods?

Our flexible, secure cloud access services include
personalized cloud adoption consulting, managed
operations or government services, resource control,
security and multicloud cost optimization.

Ensuring network security and compliance

Multiple cybersecurity

When moving to the cloud, how can you protect
your network and data exchange, ensuring you
achieve compliance and the security of your data
and digital assets?

Our cybersecurity includes firewalls, DDoS prevention
and fraud detection. We also secure your hybrid cloud
from malicious attacks with SASE, providing user
identification for safer navigation.

Achieve modernization

Bespoke modernization projects

How can you implement a cloud-first strategy when
constrained by a lack of internal resources, knowledge,
tooling and budget?

Moving you away from CAPEX-intensive hardware
and software, we solve compliance issues and offer
management services, resource control, security
and cost optimization in multicloud environments.

Equinix.com

Transition from a centralized IT architecture to globally
distributed, interconnected hubs

Our leading capabilities that enable success
Evolutio dynamic networks

We deliver dynamic infrastructures that provide the flexibility and scalability
needed to boost your business. Our agile and secure networks enable
digital transformation based on centralized control and visibility of your
applications, allowing you to select the best strategies for your IT budget.

Evolutio cloud enablement and cybersecurity

We provide consulting services, analysis and implementation
of transformation strategies, and hybrid cloud infrastructure that reduce
costs and risk. Our cybersecurity services strengthen compliance, helping
you analyse vulnerabilities in order to protect your users and data from
threats across application and infrastructure.

Equinix Fabric™

Equinix Fabric directly, securely and dynamically connects distributed
infrastructure and digital ecosystems on Platform Equinix® via global,
software-defined interconnection. Available across 35+ locations, it is
designed for scalability, agility and connectivity over a self-service portal
or API.

About Evolutio
EVOLUTIO delivers dynamic
networks based on flexible,
efficient, managed and secure
SD-WAN, cybersecurity and
cloud adoption strategies and
governance. We assure your
success and reduce your costs
by transforming your business
for the new age.

About Equinix
Equinix is the world’s digital
infrastructure company. Digital
leaders harness our trusted
platform to bring together
and interconnect the foundational
infrastructure that powers their
success. We enable our customers
to access all the right places,
partners and possibilities they
need to accelerate advantage.
With Equinix, they can scale with
agility, speed the launch of digital
services, deliver world-class
experiences and multiply
their value.

Equinix Network Edge Services®

Select, configure and connect virtual network services at the edge
in minutes, without additional space, power or equipment. Equinix
Network Edge Services provide virtual network services that run on
a modular infrastructure platform, optimized for instant deployment
and interconnection of network services.
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Ready to get started?
For more information on partnering with Evolutio and Equinix to achieve secure cloud implementation that accelerates digital
transformation, contact us at info@evolutio.com or visit us at evolutio.com
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